The Por
ter Hypothesis: Can Business
Porter
Benefit Economically Fr
om Regulation?
From

T

he conventional wisdom is that
environmental regulation extracts costs from business to increase social
benefits. Why else would economists talk about cost-benefit analysis as a means
of evaluating regulations? In 1991, however, Michael E. Porter, a professor at
Harvard Business School and author of The Competitive Advantage of Nations,
declared in an article in Scientific American that in fact “the Chicken Little mind
set that regulation inevitably leads to costs . . . must be discarded.” Porter
then raised the ante: “The nations with the most rigorous [environmental]
requirements often lead in exports of affected products” and that strict
environmental codes “may foster competitiveness.” The reason: properly
constructed, regulations encourage innovation and efficiency. The assertion
that in the right circumstances businesses themselves could benefit from
environmental regulation became known as the Porter Hypothesis.
Needless to say, there were many dissenters, and the debate was joined.
It continues to this day. Last spring, the Environmental Law Institute and the
Center for the Study and Improvement of Regulation at Carnegie Mellon
University sponsored a workshop to examine the evidence, including the costs
to industry of regulation, innovation by industry in the face of regulation, and
other economic effects such as competitiveness. At the end of the day, it was
clear that the issue is far from being settled.
We asked a group of participants and other commentators to answer a
simple question: “Almost a decade after it was set forth, what in fact do we
know about the validity of the Porter Hypothesis?”
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Complementarity
May Lower
Compliance Cost
RICHARD D. MORGENSTERN

M

ichael Porter has written
that “environmental standards can trigger innovation that may partially or more than
partially offset the costs of complying with them.” Empirical research
by Porter and his colleagues shows
that companies which are leaders in
environmental protection can also
be very productive (and profitable).
However, this research is largely anecdotal. Selective case studies — tantamount to looking at the winners
in a race — do not provide a basis to
generalize about the effects of environmental regulation across the entire economy.
Expenditures for environmental
protection in the United States are
estimated to exceed $150 billion annually, or about 2 percent of GDP.
This estimate, based largely on selfreported information by companies,
is often cited as an assessment of the
true burden of our regulatory activities and a standard against which
the associated benefits should be
measured. Little is known, however,
about how well reported expenditures relate to true costs. Except for
Porter and his colleagues, most academic research has focused on the
possibility that the reported information may understate true costs
since it omits consideration of possible “crowding out” of other productive investments, the importance
of so-called “new source bias” in
discouraging investment in more
efficient facilities, and the potential
loss of operational flexibility associated with environmental controls.
In contrast, more limited research
suggesting an overstatement of costs
has explored the possibility that
there is what economists call
“complementarity” between pollution control and other productive
activities. That is, the costs of jointly
producing conventional output and
a cleaner environment may be lower
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than if each were produced separately.
Two recent studies conducted at
Resources for the Future provide
more systematic evidence on the issue. Based on a large, representative
data set collected by the Census Bureau from individual manufacturing
companies, my colleagues and I recently attempted to model the true
effects of companies’ self-reported
environmental expenditures. Our
results — which are subject to the
usual panoply of academic qualifications — enable us to reject claims
that environmental spending poses
large hidden costs on manufacturing plants. Our best estimates indicate a modest overstatement of regulatory costs.
In a second study, we took a very
different tack and compare the ex
ante cost estimates prepared by regulatory agencies to the realized ex post
costs of regulations actually observed. The major limitation to research of this type is that there is
relatively little ex post information
available on individual regulations.
Nonetheless, our review of the available studies on environmental and
occupational safety regulations indicates that ex ante estimates of costs
prepared by regulatory agencies
have tended to exceed actual costs.
We find this to be true in 12 of the 25
rules in our data set, while for only
6 were the ex ante estimates too low.
The overestimation of total costs is
often due to errors in the quantity
of emission reductions achieved by
the rule, rather than in errors in the
per-unit abatement costs. Interestingly, for the small number of rules
in our sample that use economic incentives, per-unit costs are consistently overestimated.
Our results suggest that the data
collected by the government on
company expenditures — and
widely used as a measure of the burden of regulation — certainly
doesn’t understate and may actually
overstate the true burden of environmental regulations. Further, the cost
information available to regulatory
agencies prior to issuance of new
rules tends to err on the high side
more often than on the low end. In
both studies unforeseen innovation
is likely an important — but not the

only — cause of these cost overestimates. Our research does not lend
unqualified support to Porter’s hypothesis — and especially not to the
notion that environmental standards trigger innovation that “more
than fully offsets the costs of complying with them.” Nonetheless, it
does appear there are complementarities between pollution control and other productive activities
which are not normally reflected in
our pollution control cost data.
Richard D. Morgenstern, until recently a Visiting Scholar at Resources
for the Future, is Senior Economic
Counselor at the U.S. Department of
State. He is coauthor of “The Cost of
Environmental Protection” and “On
the Accuracy of Regulatory Cost Estimates,” which are available on the RFF
website at www.rff.org.

Impor
tance Of
Importance
Business
Dynamics
DAVID REJESKI

A

s one who has watched the
debate around the Porter
Hypothesis unfold across
hundreds of pages of research and
management journals, I have given
up any hope that the hypothesis will
be unequivocally proven. The search
for empirical proof may be intellectually stimulating but it misses an
important implication of Porter’s
thinking. His intent was not just to
present us with an interesting research hypothesis. At a more general level, it is a challenge to government institutions to pay attention
to the dynamics of competition.
Many of our regulations, and
much of our thinking about how to
regulate, were formulated to deal
with an end-of-pipe world dominated by vertically integrated companies. The rules governing competition have changed, and when strategies for competition change, so do
a host of other variables governing
production and commerce, including transaction costs, supply chain
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relations, the capacity for technological innovation, coordination,
organizational flexibility, capital requirements, input costs, and entry
barriers. These changes bring about
corresponding changes in the effectiveness of regulations and, as importantly, the ability to achieve environmental results through nonregulatory measures aimed at these
variables.
More recently, Porter has noted,
“Now that companies can source
capital, goods, information, and
technology from around the world,
often with the click of a mouse,
much of the conventional wisdom
about how companies and nations
compete needs to be overhauled.”
Regulations based on “conventional
wisdom” may not work well in industries that are horizontally structured, dominated by fast-changing
strategic alliances, or competing on
the basis of regional clusters.
If competition is dynamic, what
does that mean for regulation? Management guru Peter Drucker has
pointed out that the theory of business is no more than a hypothesis
and has to be tested continually. The
same is true of environmental policy.
Built into our regulatory organizations must be ways to systemically
monitor and periodically test the
theory of regulation and the models of business upon which regulation is designed and constructed. In
the end, the theory and practice of
environmental regulation must be
constantly informed by the theory
and practice of business.
Michael Porter has something to
teach us not just because of what he
has written, but because he has the
ability to constantly question the
assumptions governing the world
around him. This is the primary
quality that environmental leaders
will need in the 21st century. In a
world where our entire knowledge
base is doubling every seven years,
unchallenged assumptions — about
how society operates, the limits of
technology, the mission of our organizations, and the people and competencies needed to accomplish that
mission — will constitute the greatest threat to effective environmental policy. Those of us who develop
and implement environmental
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policy should not be looking backward with smug satisfaction at our
regulatory history but looking forward with curiosity and the question “How will the world change today?”
David Rejeski is a Policy Advisor in
EPA’s Office of Policy, Planning, and
Evaluation. At present, he is an agency
representative at the Council on Environmental Quality, where he serves as
the Executive Director of the Environmental Technology Task Force.

Pier
cing The
Piercing
Corporate V
eil
Veil
Could Also Help
BERNARD SINCLAIR-DESGAGNÉ

T

he Porter Hypothesis says that
environmental regulation can
(and should) be seen as an industrial policy instrument aimed at
increasing the competitiveness of
firms. The underlying justification
for this statement is that well-designed environmental regulation
would force firms to seek innovations that turn out to be both privately and socially profitable. Such
an assertion is of course quite appealing to policymakers, for it suggests that environmental regulation
could be win-win, that all parties
could possibly benefit from it, including those responsible for creating negative externalities. But despite the abundance of cases that
confer on it some plausibility, the
Porter Hypothesis has so far not received solid empirical support. Proponents of the hypothesis can argue,
however, that current empirical research only bears on existing environmental regulation and that such
regulation is certainly not of the type
that fits Porter’s premises.
Objections to the Porter Hypothesis which arise from the area of economic theory have been harder to
meet. These are summarized in the
economist’s well-known maxim:
“There are no free lunches.” Accordingly, innovation itself is not free,
and if one prices managerial time
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and all other inputs correctly at their
opportunity cost, it should become
clear that putting stronger environmental requirements on polluting
firms generally brings a net increase
in their production costs. There can
be notable exceptions, of course:
stricter environmental regulation
obviously benefits environmental
consultants and lawyers, as well as
developers of green technologies; it
might also make a few polluting
firms better off ex post, either by luck
or by making them be the first ones
to move ahead on adopting some
new process, technology, or product.
But success stories and win-win situations are certainly not the rule.
In order to meet those objections,
one must open some well known
“black boxes” of neoclassical economics, such as the innovative process or the management of the firm.
Innovation, for instance, can be seen
as either incremental (low-hanging
fruit), risk-reducing, or radical. The
first type could be enhanced by environmental standards that are strict
in their objectives but flexible respective to the means. To achieve this,
the regulator should add to its traditional set of instruments — pollution taxes and quotas, tradeable pollution permits, command-and-control systems — tools that pierce the
corporate veil, such as corporate liability or mandatory standards for
environmental management systems, thereby directly lifting some
current obstacles to sound reengineering practices within the firm.
This approach requires a systemic
view of the corporate landscape in
order to uncover all factors of organizational inertia.
For innovations that reduce major environmental risks, “tradeoffism” — the view held in most
firms that dealing with risks involving small probabilities of large damages always means sacrificing some
short-run financial returns — still
constitutes one of the main barriers
to success. The regulator can help
overcome this by supporting new
standards for environmental auditing and management systems that
render possible the implementation
of win-win incentives and control
schemes. Finally, radical innovation
often presupposes a shift of para-

